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Curriculum Council 

Summarized Robert’s Rules of Order 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Meeting Structure 

 Call to order. 

 Roll call of members present. 

 Reading of the minutes of the last meeting. 

 Meeting leader will ask if there are any additions or changes to the minutes. 

 Vote to approve the minutes. 

 Officers and Committee reports 

 Old business 

 This is important business previously planned for discussion at the current meeting. 

 This can include items that were discussed at the last meeting, but more information 

was needed or was not on the previous agenda but requires a vote. 

 Old business may require votes. 

 Regular business 

 This is any item listed on the agenda as regular business for the body to discuss. 

 The body can vote on each issue listed on the agenda. 

 The body cannot vote on any item not listed on the agenda. 

 The body also can vote to table discussion of any item until a later meeting, but they 

must either set a date for more discussion or postpone indefinitely. 

 New business 

 Any new business or resolutions before the body that requires a vote. 

 This must also include a description on the agenda. 

 Announcements 

 These are announcements from the body, but do not include votes. 

 Adjournment 

 The meeting leader will move for adjournment, signifying the end of the meeting. 

Types of Motions 

 Main Motions 

 Introduces items to the membership for their consideration. 

 They cannot be made when any other motion is on the floor. 

 Subsidiary Motions 

 Change or affect how a main motion is handled, and is voted on before a main motion. 

 Privileged Motions 

 Bring up items that are urgent about special or important matters unrelated to 

pending business. 

 Incidental Motions 

 Provide a means of questioning procedure concerning other motions. 

 Motion to Table 

 Used in the attempt to “kill” a motion. 

 Motion to Postpone 

 Debate is once again open on the main motion. 

 This can be a postponement until a set date or indefinitely. 
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How to Present a Motion 

 Obtain the floor 

 Wait until the last speaker has finished. 

 Rise and address the Chairman by saying, “Mr. (or Ms.) Chairman.” 

 Wait until the Chairman recognizes you. 

 Make your Motion using “I move that we…” 

 Wait for someone to Second you Motion 

 Another member can second your motion or the Chairman will call for a second. 

 If there is no second to your motion, it is lost. 

What do I say? 

TO DO THIS SAY THIS VOTE? 2ND? 

Close Meeting I move to adjourn… Majority Yes 

Take Break I move to recess for… Majority Yes 

Register a Complaint I rise to a question of privilege None No 

Follow the Agenda I call for the orders of the day None  No 

Lay aside temporarily I move to lay the question on the table Majority  Yes 

Close the debate I move the previous question 2/3 Yes 

Limit or extend the debate I move that debate be limited to… 2/3 Yes 

Postpone to a certain time I move to postpone the motion to… Majority Yes 

Refer to a committee I move to refer the motion to… Majority  Yes 

Modify Wording I move to amend the motion by… Majority Yes 

Kill the main motion I move that the motion be postponed 

indefinitely 

Majority Yes 

Bring Business before the 

assembly 

I move that (or, to)… Majority  Yes 

Enforce the Rules Point of Order None  No 

Submit a matter to the assembly I appeal from the decision of the chair Majority Yes 

Suspend the Rules I move to suspend the rules 2/3 No 

Avoid the main motion altogether I object to the consideration of the 

question 

2/3 No 

Divide the motion I move to divide the question Majority Yes 

Parliament law question Parliament inquiry None  No 

Request for information Request for information None No 

Take a matter from the table I move to take from the table… Majority  Yes 

Cancel the previous action I move to rescind… 2/3 or 

Majority 

Yes 

Reconsider the motion I move to reconsider… Majority  Yes 

 


